
Tips for parents; 

These are a selection of activities for you to choose from – you do not have to complete them all.  

We are asking you to try and complete one subject activity a week, you can send it into school virtually on a portfolio or physically with 

your child.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Term 1 – Frozen 

Planet 

Could you survive a 

week in Antarctica? 

 

Religious Education 

How can we help people who are less 

fortunate than ourselves? 

Can you fill a shoebox full of food to 

donate to our harvest collection? 

Science 

How are the trees changing this season? 

Can you create an Autumn picture using 

colours or natural objects you would find 

on an autumn walk? 

Computing 

Why is it important to keep a 

password private? 

Can you use your BugClub login to 

access a book? 

Art/Design Technology 

What ingredients do you need to 

make a loaf of bread? 

Can you make a harvest loaf to share 

with your family? 

 

Geography 

Where are the coldest places on 

Earth? 

Can you use a map or Google Earth to 

find somewhere extremely cold? 

 

History 

What animals lived in the Ice Age? 

Can you research and find out about 

any animals that lived during the Ice 

Age? 

 

Music 

Why is it important to listen with 

concentration? 

Can you sing and clap along to your 

favourite song from ‘Frozen’? 

 

Music 

Why do we need to exercise? 

Can you become the next Joe Wicks 

and come up with your own workout 

routine? 
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Homework expectations 

Termly learning objective coverage will go on the reverse. 

Ensure cross curricular maths and writing within some areas.  

Weekly – spelling/ phonics and reading – goes on a portfolio each week. 

Maths – when starting a new unit put out on what you are covering and suggested activities for x amount of weeks. This is 

also a portfolio. 

Homework will go out the term before to give parents opportunities in the holiday to go places which could link e.g. a castle.  

 


